Several analyses of the cosmic microwave background map made by the satellite WMAP suggest that the global shape of a spatial section of the Universe is that of a Poincaré dodecahedral space. A summary of some of these analyses and a description of independent tests which should be able to either increase confidence in the hypothesis or else refute it to extremely high significance will be presented. Keywords: cosmology: observations -cosmic microwave background PACS: 98.80.-k, 98.80.Es, 98.80.Jk
. Galactic sky coordinates of the six face centres for the (positively curved) dodecahedron which shows excess values of the correlation statistic S in Roukema et al. [18] , listing the face number i, galactic longitude, latitude and estimated circle radius α (all in degrees). The other 6 faces are directly opposite to the ones listed. The orientation of the 36 • screw motion used to match faces is left-handed. 
INDEPENDENT TESTS

CMB data: phase tests
The Roukema et al. solution can be tested by several consistency tests, including phase tests. If the solution is the correct one, then it should mostly likely be an optimum in phase space in several different directions. For example, allowing for an arbitrary (non-physical) phase of rotation between matched circles should imply an optimal phase of −36 • . Fig. 1 shows that the solution is clearly consistent with the optimal phase.
Total density parameter Ω tot
The tests by Luminet et al. [14] , Aurich et al. [15, 16] , Gundermann [17] require assumptions regarding the power spectrum of density perturbations and the gaussianity or non-gaussianity of the distributions of amplitudes of the perturbations.
Nevertheless, both these analyses and the Roukema et al. [18] analysis make strong, highly falsifiable predictions for Ω tot , which must be strictly greater than unity for the PDS hypothesis to be correct.
Roukema et al. [18] predict Ω tot = 1.009 ± 0.001 (1σ ) for Ω m = 0.28 ± 0.02; the other groups predict slightly higher values.
Eisenstein et al. [21] , using a standard ruler method from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, as in Roukema et al. [22] , found Ω tot ≈ 1.015 ± 0.015.
If future tests eventually found, for example, Ω tot ≈ 1.001±0.001, then the PDS hypothesis (whether from statistical analyses or identified circles analysis) would be excluded to high significance.
Other tests
Other tests which avoid making assumptions on hypothetical statistical ensembles of universes include:
• separating naïve-SW, ISW and doppler components • foreground "predictions" • polarisation data -see Riazuelo et al. [23] is excluded here because large parts of the circles fall on the galactic plane, so that a phase test is of low significance. The expected phase of −36 • is shown with a vertical line. Note that correlations are not constrained to be positive. It is reasonable that the random properties of the data lead to correlations at the non-optimal phases which mostly cancel to what happen to be small positive values. Only at the expected phase do these correlations add up to a large positive value.
GPL SOFTWARE
The reader may carry out circles tests by using and/or modifying and/or redistributing (under the terms of the GPL licence) the CIRCLES package available at: http://cosmo.torun.pl/GPLdownload/dodec/.
Installation and example usages include:
• ./configure && make && make install • circles --help; info circles; man circles • circles --statistics (correlation calculations) • circles --circles (plot the circles) • circles --plot-phase (phase plots) • short form:
circles -s -c -P -d /scratch/topowork do everything and use data files in /scratch/topowork/.
The data files are available as:
• http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/map/ilc/map_ilc_yr1_v1.fits -the WMAP ILC map • http://cosmo.torun.pl/WMAPdata -secondary files for default installation (in principle, these should not be necessary, but as of circles-0.1.27, it will be easier if the user downloads these.)
